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as a party of revolutionary change, but under the Mussolinis
and the Hitlers came to terms with counter-revolution and
transformed itself into the agent of that reaction which is called,
not with complete inaccuracy, capitalism. Communism, after
being the revolutionary party par excellence^ degenerated to
become the Russian government, and the Communist movement
the agent of that government. Between the two movements in
Germany there was no vital difference. Each stood for change by
retrogression—libraries of pseudo-history and pseudo-philosophy
cannot conceal that fact—not change by progress, and for the
supreme tyranny of statism, with a leadership self-abnegatory
in the one case and selfishly ambitious in the other, but each
the agent of external forces. They were the one to the other as
the obverse and the reverse of the same coin. Together they
stood for precisely what was most antagonistic to the new
revolutionism, and yet each was steadily reinforced by youth,
the Communists the more as they appeared on the surface to
be the less reactionary. The twin enemies of western civilization
do their work nobly; they split and make impotent the only force
that is perhaps capable of saving it.
We have seen not a few strange things in Republican Germany,
and we shall see more, but we shall see few things stranger than
this—parties of revolution threatening all sorts of change in
language that was intended to and did curdle the blood, a rank
and file enthusiastic and prepared to die for change, and a
leadership that successfully concealed from its rank and file for
seven years that it was making action for change impossible.
There are many tragedies in Republican Germany, but there is
none greater than this tragedy of a youth that was baulked,
tricked, and betrayed by hirelings, of a native revolutionism
that was turned to base ends, of the murder of freedom in the
name of freedom by what ought to have been, and thought it was,
the army of freedom.
But the day of final murder, like the day of Hider's apotheosis,
was still far off, and extremism of any kind could hardly appear
very formidable even to the timid. To the honest democratic
republican it might even, as has been hinted, appear a source

